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Caryn Ann Harlos <carynannharlos@gmail.com>

Harlos Amicus attached 

Don Graham <dongr2009@gmail.com> Wed, May 4, 2022 at 3:12 PM
To: Mary J Ruwart <mary@ruwart.com>, Don Graham <dongr2009@gmail.com>
Cc: Cristina Crawford <crawford.cris@gmail.com>, Whitney Bilyeu <chair@lp.org>, Chair <chair@lpmass.org>,
membership@lpmass.org, operations@lpmass.org, technology@lpmass.org, Tara DeSisto <tara.desisto@gmail.com>,
secretary@lpmass.org, Brodi Elwood <brodielwood@gmail.com>, Andrew Cordio <cordioace@gmail.com>, Caryn Ann Harlos
<carynannharlos@gmail.com>, judicial <judicial@lp.org>

I would ask the appellants and Ms. Harlos to identify where in the LAMA constitution or bylaws does 2 former or active
state committee members are authorized to convene a state convention while meeting other requirements such as
meeting quorum and proper notifications of said convention to all members of LAMA. As they are asserting something that
is not there, it is up to them to provide evidence to support their arguments. The only argument that they have made is
"The signatory members then held the properly petitioned-for Special Convention" as if that reason should be sufficient. 

I would like to say that prior to my election as LAMA chair and since my election I have attempted to work with all parties
to resolve this issue. The appellant and their supporters have used inflammatory ("illegitimate", "purgers", etc.) and
misleading hyperbole on social media and in their emails on this thread to flame passions in the readers. In the
attachment Ms. Harlos' submission is a hypothetical past tense response to a hypothetical past tense question which is
taken out of context to provide a "gotcha" moment. The appellants have misrepresented my response to indicate that this
was a present day scenario to show how I would rule on a similar petition. 

There have been a lot of accusations and factually incorrect assertions made by the appellants, none of which address
the primary complaint (ruling of the LNC chair) that was sent to the judicial committee. To address those in Ms. Harlos
attachment: 

1.  Don Graham’s alleged legitimacy as LAMA Chair rests entirely on the legitimacy of the alleged predecessor State
Committee - Appellants have the burden to prove that the predecessor State Committee was not legitimate. As the
defendant, the predecessor State Committee enjoys the assumption of legitimacy until proven otherwise. 
2.  Assuming ONLY for sake of argument that the Special Convention was invalid, Don Graham’s alleged legitimacy as
LAMA Chair rests entirely on the legitimacy of the alleged Annual Convention on April 23, 2022 - Appellants have the
burden to prove that the April 23rd convention was not legitimate. Appellants argument seems to be that the State
Committee didn't have authority to terminate membership - the burden is on them to prove that they didn't 
3.  The State Committee had no authority to summarily rule the petition out of order at a State Committee meeting - 
Appellants have the burden to prove that the State Committee had not authority to rule on the petition 

If the above is proven that there should have been a special convention, then the appellants have the burden to prove that
the 2 former state committee members had authority under the LAMA constitution and bylaws to convene the convention.  
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